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XXII.VI.MMXX Maths Home Learning: Roman Numerals
Hi Year V,
For the next two weeks, your new maths topic is Roman Numerals. Again, this
is a new topic, so we have researched some great videos for you to watch, to
help you to be able to complete the question booklet. Below is a list of videos
from YouTube and things to read from other websites.
You do not have a timetable to follow again, so each day, try to do some
reading / watch a video then complete at least one task. The booklet has lots
of activities to choose from, you do not need to complete all of them but
obviously you can if you want to. (Remember your times tables practise,
possibly on TTRockstars and Mathletics work too!)
The booklet has similar work grouped together and the answers for each
section are included within the booklet, so you can mark your work as you go.
There are some sheets included from Classroom Secrets, like the ones we use
in school. You should choose the appropriate level of those tasks to complete,
either developing, expected or greater depth.
A few of the activities have an art lean, so pencil crayons, felt tip pens or gel
pens will come in really handy.
Don’t forget, you can email us with any questions you have.

Have fun!

From Miss Johnson, Mrs Cashmore and Mrs Williams.

Number and Place value - What you need to learn in year V:
 Read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and recognize years written in Roman
numerals. (NB Roman numerals can be capital AND lower case letters)
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Videos you could watch to help you learn and complete the workbook (or do
your own research about Roman Numerals!)
Understanding Roman Numerals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmR6R910Wjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSJ_Zem5Anw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgG3iyV1UZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vAmCV_lEqsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLr3itEIwHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49oWYxExWKE

How to calculate with Roman Numerals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq_VgKhL6_A

Roman Numeral Songs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1UmAgekzbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIadVJuOv4M

Some useful information for your families can be found here:
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-are-roman-numerals
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/romans/numbers.html

We hope you have fun and enjoy your new learning – good luck!

